Coupled-enzymatic assays for the rate and mechanism of DNA site exposure in a nucleosome.
The packaging of DNA in nucleosomes presents obstacles to the action of gene regulatory proteins and polymerases on their natural chromatin substrates. We recently reported that nucleosomes exist in a conformational equilibrium, transiently exposing stretches of their DNA off the histone surface. Such "site exposure" processes potentially provide the needed access of proteins to DNA in chromatin. However, the experiments that reveal site exposure are carried out on timescales of tens of minutes to hours. The actual rates of site exposure are not known. Here we use T7 RNA polymerase and exonuclease III as probes to obtain a more relevant lower bound on the rate of nucleosomal site exposure. We find that the organization of DNA into nucleosomes detectably slows the elongation rate of the polymerase, but that full-length elongation, which requires access to all of the DNA, occurs on the seconds timescale. Independent experiments with exonuclease III, which probes the outermost DNA segments only, similarly show that site exposure in these regions occurs on a timescale of seconds or faster. We conclude that site exposure is sufficiently rapid that it may play a role in the initial binding of regulatory proteins to nucleosomal target sites. These rapid rates argue against a nucleosome sliding model for the mechanism of site exposure. Surprisingly, the measured rates may be too slow to account for the known rates of polymerase elongation in vivo. Mechanisms by which polymerase progression through nucleosomes might be catalyzed are discussed.